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Links between GDPR compliancy and cybersecurity?



Agenda

 At a glance, some fines imposed by Data Protection Authorities for GDPR 

breaches in terms of security measures

 Recent feed-back of CNPD related to personal data breach

 Lessons learnt



Fines imposed by Data Protection Authority

 July 2018: 400.000€ fine suffered by an hospital in Portugal for GDPR

breach

 Access of hospital’s staff and other professionals to patient data

through wrong profiles (Deficient profile management: 985

registered doctors profiles with only 296 doctors)

 Unrestricted access to all patient files regardless of the doctor’s

specialty (sensitive data)

Conclusion of the Supervisory Authority: no implementation of

appropriate technical and organisational measures to protect

patient data



Fines imposed by Data Protection Authority

 July 2019: 460.000€ fine suffered by an hospital in Nederlands for

GDPR breach

 Medical records of a TV celebrity not adequately protected

 Access to this patient’s file by 200 hospital members

Medical records not properly protected



Fines imposed for art.32 breach

 September 2019: 2 Moi € fine suffered by a company in Poland for

insufficient organisational and technical safeguards which led to

unauthorised access to personal data of 2.2 million people

 Regular personal data and financial data disclosed

 GDPR breach: art.32 (security of processing) and principle of

confidentiality art. 5(1) (f)



Fines imposed for art.32 breach

Lack of appropriate technical measure and organisational measures,

insuccessful measure for the data authentication an ineffective

monitoring of potential risks

Mitigation circumstances considered by the Authority: actions taken

by the company to put an end to the infringement, good cooperation with

the controller and company not breached data protection law before



Fines imposed on art.32 breach

 Several fines imposed by the French Data Protection Authority (CNIL)

against companies for lack of security measures: example of an

insurance company

 Issue raised one year before by a customer

 CNIL contacted the company to remediate to the lack of security and risk

of personal data breach

 The company implemented measures

 CNIL performed an internal audit to check it and imposed a fine

notably based on:

 Lack of proper access rights

 User password not strong enough

 User password transmitted through insecure way



First thoughts about the fines imposed by Data

Protection Authorities

 Be careful about access rights and even more in case of processing

of sensitive data (health data, political opinions, data related to

minors)

Do not allow unrestricted access to personal data in your institution

 Be cautions about the profiles of users

Check the profiles and adapt if needed



First thoughts about the fines imposed by Data

Protection Authorities

 Adapt the security measures to the kind of data

Check if encryption or pseudonymisation can be implemented

 Pay attention to your authentication system and monitor the risks

 React promptly if the DPA contact you about security measures

improvement and do not underestimate it



 Security measures are mandatory: 

 art.5(f) Principles relating to processing of personal data

Personal data shall be processed in a manner that ensures appropriate

security of the personal data, including protection against unauthorised

or unlawful processing and against accidental loss, destruction or

damage, using appropriate technical or organisational measures

(‘integrity and confidentiality’)

 Art.32 Security of processing

The controller and the processor shall implement appropriate technical 

and organisational measures to ensure a level of security appropriate 

to the risk 

 Risks for the rights and freedoms of natural persons

 Taking into account the state of the art, the costs

 The specificities of the processing (nature, purposes…) 

Main obligations of security of personal data in the 

GDPR



What is a Personal data breach under the GDPR?

Art.4(12) GDPR definition: 3 main elements: 

 A breach of security

 Leading to the accidental or unlawful destruction, loss, alteration, 

unauthorized disclosure of, or access to

 The link between the breach of security and the accidental, access 

etc…

 Security incidents having a negative impact of personal data e.g. 

laptop stolen, email sent to the wrong person, inappropriate 

information about an individual sent to a large mailing list

 Not all security incidents are personal data breach but all 

personal data breach are security incidents! 



Implement good security measures

 Why implementing good security measures?

 To prevent personal data breach 

 To mitigate consequences of personal data breach

 To prevent fines imposed by Data Protection Authorities for lack or 

insufficient security measures

 To prevent impact on reputation and all the costs associated



 172 personal data breaches notified to the CNPD from May 25th to 31st

December 2018 

https://cnpd.public.lu/fr/actualites/national/2019/01/violation-donnees.html#

 Major sources of personal data breach: 

 57% non malicious internal act 

 27% external malicious act The Human factor 

 7% internal malicious act

 Most frequent causes: 

 Personal data mistakenly sent to the wrong person (49 incidents)

 Hacking (34)

 Providing personal data about the wrong person

 Involuntary publication (20)

 Lost or stolen device (14)  

 Phishing (10)     

CNPD statistics about personal data breaches

https://cnpd.public.lu/fr/actualites/national/2019/01/violation-donnees.html


 Why? 

 Existing procedure don’t followed

 Security rule bypassed

 Insufficient awareness of Staff to confidentiality rules

 Mistake by lack of attention: a mechanism of control before data transmission car 

prevent it

 25% financial motivation of hackers: external malicious act which intends to get 

access or to stole financial transactions without awareness of person concerned 

 Nature of impact: 

 Most of them have an impact on confidentiality

 Necessary to continually raise awareness and educate people about 

good practices 

CNPD statistics about personal data breaches



Lessons learnt

Think organizational and security measures to protect 
personal data and consult your CISO/IT Department and 
DPO

Pay attention with who do you share of personal 
data, why and share through a secure way 

Consider anonymization, pseudonymisation and 
encryption techniques



 In case of personal data breach DO NOT PANIC! 

 REACT PROMPTLY and contact your DPO or the person in charge of 

GDPR issues and IT department 

 Follow carefully the instructions of IT department and DPO to mitigate the 

risks

 Try to be as much as specific about the circumstances of the incident, the 

data concerned and the person concerned

 Correct your behaviour if needed to prevent a new one!

Lessons Learnt



Questions

 Questions?

 Remarks?


